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Overview

• What/who is QIBA

• Recent developments in QIBA

• Lessons learned when testing QIBA Profiles

• The phantom library & survey

• What‘s next?



Subjective Assessment

Diabetes was identified in 
about 1500 BC

For hundreds of years 
doctors tasted urine to 
diagnose

→ people with type-1 
diabetes have sweet-
tasting urine



The Urine Wheel

Subjective Assessment

The ‘urine wheel’ was developed to 
help characterize the sight, taste, and 
smell of urine for diagnosis

In 1971 the glucometer was invented



Clinical Breast Ultrasound Image

Subjective Image Assessment



Mass

Orientation
-parallel
-not parallel

Shape
-round
-oval
-irregular

Margins
-circumscribed
-not circumscribed
-indistinct
-angular
-microlobulated
-spiculated

Vascularity Special
Cases

Calcifications

Posterior acoustic features
-none
-enhancement
-shadowing
-combined pattern

Lymph node
Intramammary

Boundary
-abrupt interface
-echogenic halo

ACR BI-RADS®

Ultrasound Lexicon

Clustered microcysts

Foreign body

Mass in 
skin

Surrounding Tissue
-duct changes
-Cooper’s ligament changes
-edema
-architectural distortion
-skin thickening
-skin retraction/irregularity

Complicated 
cyst

Lymph node
Axillary

-micro-calcification
-macro-calcifications
-micro-calcification in a mass

-not present (or NA)
-present
-present adjacent to lesion
-diffusely increased surrounding

Echo Pattern
-anechoic
-hypoechoic
-isoechoic
-hyperechoic
-complex

American College of Radiology Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System

Courtesy of Dr. Elizabeth Burnside, Radiology Dept. UW-Madison

Subjective Image Assessment



Lesions both described as “hypoechoic” and “shadowing”

How ‘hypoechoic”?
How much does it ‘shadow’?

Quantify these parameters to reduce subjectivity 
in clinical description of lesions

Subjective Image Assessment



“Qualitative radiologic interpretation is like art 
critique – valuable, but variable.”

Dan Sullivan, MD

Subjective Image Assessment



Premise for QIBA

• Variation in biomedical image interpretation is a huge problem

• Variation in clinical practice results in poorer outcomes and higher 
costs.

• One approach to reduce variability in biomedical imaging is to 
extract objective, quantitative data from scans.



Imaging Should Become More Quantitative

• Multi-parametric / multi-modality applications 
require quantitative data, especially radiomics / 
radiogenomics

• Early assessment of treatment efficacy benefits from 
(or requires) quantitative measures

• Decision-support tools (CADx, CASS, etc.) need 
quantitative input

• Precision medicine, evidence-based medicine & 
QA/QC programs depend on objective data



Biomarkers

Biomarkers are characteristics that are objectively measured and 
evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic processes, 
pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a 
therapeutic intervention.1

Quantitative imaging biomarkers (QIBs) are objective 
characteristics derived from in vivo images measured on interval 
or ratio scales as indicators of normal biological processes, 
pathogenic processes, or a response to a therapeutic 
intervention.2

1NIH Biomarkers Definitions Working Group, Clin Pharmacol Therap 69(3):89-95, 2001

2Kessler et al., Stat Methods Med Res, epub Jun 2014 (www.rsna.org/qiba)



2017 Fleischner Society Guidelines for 
Management of CT Pulmonary Nodules

MacMahon H, et al., Guidelines for Management of Incidental Pulmonary Nodules Detected on CT 
Images: From the Fleischner Society 2017.

Radiology 2017 Feb 23
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Goal

Measure = 7

±6 Sources of Variance

Differences in:

- Patient Handling

- Acq. Protocols

- Reconstruction

- Segmentation

. . .

When all participating actors 
(human & devices) conform…

Protocol Reqs

Recon Reqs

Resolution Reqs

Noise Reqs

Segment. Reqs

Patient Prep &
Operation Reqs

Segment. Reqs

Calibration Reqs

Clinical Decisions from Quantitative Imaging

Graphic courtesy of Kevin O’Donnell



2017 Fleischner Society Guidelines for 
Management of CT Pulmonary Nodules

MacMahon H, et al., Guidelines for Management of Incidental Pulmonary Nodules Detected on CT 
Images: From the Fleischner Society 2017.

Radiology 2017 Feb 23



Diagnostic Imaging Equipment  ≠  Measurement Device
• Measurement Device: 

▪ Specific measurand(s) with known bias and variance (confidence intervals)

▪ Specific requirements for reproducible quantitative results

▪ Example: a thermometer

• Diagnostic Imaging Equipment: 

▪ Historically: best image quality in shortest time (qualitative)

▪ No specific requirements for reproducible quantitative results                     
(with few exceptions)

Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Challenges



Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Challenges

General QIB technical challenges:
• Lack of detailed assessment of sources of bias and variance

• Lack of standards (acquisition and analysis)

• Highly variable quality control procedures
• QC programs / phantoms, if any, typically not specific for quantitative

imaging

• Little support (historically) from imaging equipment vendors
• No documented competitive advantage of QIB (regulatory or payer)

All lead to varying measurement results across vendors,        
centers, and/or time



• RSNA Perspective: One approach to reducing variability in 
biomedical imaging is to extract objective, quantitative results from 
imaging studies.

• QIBA Mission

• Improve the value and practicality of quantitative imaging 
biomarkers by reducing variability across devices, sites,         
patients, and time.

• “Industrialize imaging biomarkers”

• Convert subjective imaging studies into objective assays

→ Biomedical imaging becomes an assay

Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers Alliance



Adopting Metrology Principles in Imaging

Sources of bias and variance in QIB measurands are identified and 
mitigated to the degree possible.

• Bias* (accuracy):
• Often difficult to assess due to absence of reference standard (“ground truth”) measures

• Potential role for application-specific phantoms

• Precision* (variance): 
• Repeatability*     – All conditions the same except short time separation (“test/retest”)

– Repeatability coefficient

• Reproducibility*  – Different operators, different days, equipment, sites, etc.
– Reproducibility coefficient

*Kessler, Barnhart, et al., Stat Meth Med Res 24:9-26, 2015;  
Sullivan, Obuchowski, et al. Radiology 277:813-825, 2015

available at www.rsna.org/qiba



Goal of QIBA

• Estimate and increase the reproducibility of 

Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers (QIBs) across 

imaging centers, imaging equipment, participants, 

and time

In a word: Reproducibility



Example Profile Claim Language

• For a measured change in mass volume of X, a 95%

confidence interval for the true change is [X-25%, X+30%]
• This claim holds when: 

• the tumor is measurable at both time points (i.e., tumor margins are 
sufficiently conspicuous and geometrically simple enough to be 
recognized on all images in both scans; the tumor is unattached to 
other structures of equal density) 

• the tumor longest in-plane diameter is between 10 mm (volume 0.5 
cm3) and 100 mm (volume 524 cm3) at both time points

• For a measured volume of X, a 95% confidence interval for 
the true volume is X ± 15%

Properly ‘harmonized’ imaging systems improve QIB                   
reproducibility



Adopting Metrology Principles in Imaging

Levels of bias and variance remaining after mitigation are characterized 
=> confidence intervals.

Knowing these levels translates to statistically valid study designs with 
adequate power and the fewest number of patients.

Number of patients:
10% 12
20% 35
30% 78
40% 133

σ=

σ =



• Over 1,300 individuals participate in QIBA, representing all major 
stakeholders in the quantitative imaging space:
• Radiologists
• Physicists, engineers, image scientists, and metrologists
• Statisticians
• Imaging device, Imaging informatics and other software companies
• Government agencies
• Professional societies
• Pharmaceutical companies
• Clinical trialists and clinicians

• Over 300 individuals from over 100 companies, 22 from the FDA, 41 from 
government (excluding FDA)

• Vast majority of stakeholder efforts are voluntary

• International activities: ESR EIBALL and Japan-QIBA

Current Status of QIBA



CT CC
Jarecha, Siegelman, 

Lynch

Lung Density BC
Fain, Hatt, Lynch

CT Volumetry BC

Jarecha, Samei, 
Siegelman

Small Lung Nodule BC
Armato, Gierada, 

Mulshine

NM CC
Mozley, 

Sunderland, Smith

QIBA Executive and Steering Committees 
Alex Guimaraes, Chair

Hall, Zahlmann, Vice-Chairs

FDG-PET BC

Subramaniam, 
Sunderland, 

Wollenweber

Ioflupane / I-123 
Brain/Neuropsych BC

Dickson, Seibyl

PET-Amyloid BC 

Matthews, 
Minoshima, Smith

Sustainability 
Implementation 

Cmte
Zahlmann

CT Angiography BC

Buckler, Saba, 
Schoepf

TC 99m Body: 
Oncology & 

Immunology BC

Dewaraja, Miyaoka

MR CC
Boss, Rosen, Zahlmann, Elsinger

DWI-MRI BC

Boss, Chenevert

DCE-MRI BC

Chung, Laue

DSC-MRI BC

Erickson, Wu

ASL BC

Achten, Golay, 
Guenther

MRE BC

Cole, Ehman

PDFF BC

Reeder, Yokoo

fMRI BC

Mohamed, Pillai, 
Soltysik

MSK BC

Li, Link

US CC
Fowlkes, Garra

US SWS BC

Fetzer, 
MacAleavet, 

Milkowski

US CEUS BC

Averkiou, Barr, 
Erpelding

US VBF BC

Fowlkes, Jago, 
Kripfgans

Process Cmte
O’Donnell, Sullivan

Multiparametric
Task Force
Obuchowski

External Relations:
Daniel Sullivan, MD

Statistician:
Nancy Obuchowski, PhD

1-February-2021

CC = Coordinating Committee (modality level)
BC = Biomarker Committee

• The MR Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) BC is EIBIR supported
• The US Volume Blood Flow (VBF) BC and PEQUS BC are 

AIUM supportedDTI-MRI BC

Schneider, 
Whitlow US PEQUS BC

Rosado-Mendez, 
Samir, Wang

tau-PET BC

Being formed



QIBA Profile Stages

Stage Name Stage Meaning Stage Criteria

Stage 1
Draft for Public 
Comment

Key factors affecting the 
claim(s) are described and 
procedures address each/most 
of the factors.  

• Open issues clearly listed
• Some groundwork may be ongoing
• Actor requirements clear & justified

Stage 2
Consensus

Consensus has been reached 
and Profile is ready for 
feasibility testing.

• Text reasonably stable
• Public comments addressed
• Open issues mostly resolved

Stage 3
Technically 
Confirmed

The Profile is practical to 
understand and implement, and 
is ready for claim testing.

• Text stable
• Open issues resolved
• Procedures implemented at test sites 

Stage 4
Claim Confirmed

Claimed performance can be 
achieved.  The Profile is ready 
for clinical testing.

• Performance measured at test site
• Profile Claims achieved at limited 

number of sites / vendors (≥2 each)

Stage 5
Clinically Confirmed

Claimed performance will 
typically be achieved.

• Profile Claims achieved in clinical use 
at multiple sites



QIBA profile conformance

• To demonstrate that an interested party is conforming to QIBA profiles

• Basic process:
• Select QIBA profile of interest

• Select relevant actors out of profile

• Test according to profile checklists and potentially additional instructions

• Document test results

• Test report is assessed by QIBA 

• Profile conformance acknowledged

→ QIBA is NOT an imaging CRO/corelab or an accreditation body



QIBA profile conformance

Self-Attestation

• Self-test for selected1 actors

• Self-test report checked by QIBA 
(completeness and scientific 
soundness2)

• Successful Self-attestation (SA) is 
registered by QIBA and 
published at QIBA wiki

• SA report is stored

QIBA/Third party certification

• QIBA/Third party service runs 
profile conformance test for 
selected actors

• Test report shared with test 
requestor

• Successful conformance test is 
certified by QIBA and published 
at the QIBA wiki 

1 - can also include all 
2 - only at the beginning of implementation of Self-attestation



Lessons Learned…



Profile development – profile use

Consensus Technical confirmation Claim confirmation

Conformance testing

Clinical care

Clinical trials

10 profiles 3 profiles

2 profiles



Profile conformance use cases – clinical site

Clinical care

• Compliant clinical site

• Site involves all actors (enforced 
via checklist test)

• Number and specifics of actors 
vary by profile

Clinical research/trial

• Compliant clinical trial

• Different trial stakeholders 
contribute different profile 
actors to overall full actor 
list



Profile conformance use cases

• Image manufacturer
• Per definition can only a subset of actors be tested
• To ensure that equipment is profile conformant for relevant part

• Image analysis provider
• Per definition can only a subset of actors be tested
• To ensure that software is profile conformant for relevant part

• Imaging corelab
• Provides full clinical trial service or selected image analysis service in support 

to clinical sites
• Depending on service offering actors are selected for profile conformance 

testing

• Service provider like Accumetra
• Provides specific service supporting a clinical site for a selected number of 

profile actors on behalf od QIBA
• Certification of the site for specific service
• Site needs self-attestation for remaining actors for full profile compliance if 

this is desired by site



Reference confirmation services

• DICOM conformance statement

• IHE integration statement

• Clinical lab

• ………

All have statements that include a list 
of profiles, actors, actions etc. that 
an interested party 
implemented/tested for a specified 
product/environment.





QIBA
CT Small Lung Nodule

CT Image Quality 
Conformant

Clinical 
Site Name

QIBA
CT Small Lung Nodule

Software Quality 
Conformant

Clinical 
Site Name

Independent TestingSelf Testing

Full Profile
Conformant

Partially
Conformant

QIBA
CT Small Lung Nodule

CT Image Quality 
Self Conformant

Clinical 
Site Name

QIBA
CT Small Lung Nodule

Software Quality 
Self Conformant

Clinical 
Site Name

M
e

an
in

g
Method

PROFILE

Certification
Mark

Certification
Ribbon

Work in progress…



Other lessons learned

• InviCRO (London Clinical Facility) agreed to test the MRI-DWI 
Profile

• European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) launched 
EANM Research GmbH (EARL) as an initiative to promote 
multicenter nuclear medicine and research 
• EARL is an accreditation body for nuclear medicine facilities

• 10 EARL sites agreed to implement and provide feedback on the QIBA 
FDG-PET Profile



Other lessons learned – Profile conformance

DWI-MR

• Consensus stage

• Invicro imaging site

• Issues
• Dedicated MR physicist is needed

• Phantom requires special 
procedure

• Site documents and analysis files 
adjusted

FDG PET/CT

• Technically confirmed

• Up to 10 EARL sites (Europe) 

• Issues
• Scanner validation was removed 

from checklist

• Internationally different imaging 
rules lead to ‘no’ in checklist 
asnwering



Metrology of Multi-Parameter QIBs

• Statistics of four case studies being considered
• Use case 1: (Multi-dimensional descriptor) a panel to determine how 

to care for a patient

• Use case 2: (Phenotype classification) rule or decision tool to diagnose 
phenotype

• Use case 3: (Risk prediction) several biomarkers will be evaluated to 
create a prediction or risk score

• Use case 4: (Radiomics) may not have a specific biomarker for 
reference 



QIBA phantom and image 
analysis survey



What imaging techniques do you use? 

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

MR
78

(70.3)
13

(61.9)
21

(87.5)
44

(66.7)

CT
60

(54.1)
12

(57.1)
20

(83.3)
28

(42.4)

PET
51

(45.9)
10

(47.6)
22

(91.7)
19

(28.8)

US
35

(31.5)
5

(23.8)
13

(54.2)
17

(25.8)

SPECT
34

(30.6)
6

(28.6)
16

(66.7)
12

(18.2)

Total 
respondents*

111 21 24 66

Note: Multiple respondents allowed. Percentages may not add to 100.



How important are phantoms in your routine 
imaging work?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Important
70

(63.6)
16

(69.6)
12

(52.2)
42

(65.6)

Somewhat 
important

35
(31.8)

7
(30.4)

9
(39.1)

19
(29.7)

Not important
5

(4.5)
--

2
(8.7)

3
(4.7)

Total
110

(100.0)
23

(100.0)
23

(100.0)
64

(100.0)



How often do you use phantoms?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Regularly
75

(68.2)
16

(69.6)
14

(60.9)
45

(70.3)

Upon request
17

(15.5)
3

(13.0)
5

(21.7)
9

(14.1)

Seldom
18

(16.4)
4

(17.4)
4

(17.4)
10

(15.6)

Total
113

(100.0)
23

(100.0)
23

(100.0)
64

(100.0)



Which phantoms do you use?

PINTaD

• ACR MRI phantom (x2)

• ACR PET (2)

• ACR CT (Gammex)

• Hoffman phantom (x2)

• DXA phantoms (x2)

• Jaszczak (x2)

• Various proprietary

• NEC

• Cardiac

• CTN anthropomorphic phantom

• NEMA

• Uniform/Uniform cylinder (x2)

• MR specialty phantoms

• CT specialty phantoms per organ system

• Ice water phantoms ……

QIBA

• HPD phantom from Qalibre (T1-T2-PD)

• In-house made phantoms

• Custom phantoms (x7)

• Homemade phantoms for MRE and US-SWS

• Proprietary QC and calibration phantoms

• Primarily the ones produced by our company: QASPER, FUNSTAR, SPECTRE,  as well 
as several MultiSample ones, filled with various components.

• An in-house cardiac vessel phantom and various QA/QC phantoms

• Some digital phantoms (i.e., XCAT, DAT DRO, Hoffman DRO, etc.).

• ACR Custom made

• ACR (x3)

• ACR PET (3)

• ACR phantom for MRI (x2)

• CIRS phantom for ultrasound.

• ACR phantom (x5) ……



For currently used phantoms, and those you are 
considering for future use, what is your priority 
order of phantoms use?  

PINTaD Priority order of phantoms use

1 2 3 4 5

ASL DWI FDG PET/CT Tau PET Amyloid PET

CTN NEMA Uniform

DXA MRI

Jaszczak NEC ACR Hoffman Cardiac

PET DXA

Proprietary ACR MRI Hoffman

SPECT-CT: Technetium-99m
PET-CT: Fluorine-18, 
Gallium-68

Uniform cylinder ACR PET SPECT
ice water 
phantom



Would a phantom lending library help you to 
accomplish your imaging tasks in research and/or 
clinical care?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Yes
46

(56.1)
13

(76.5)
8

(66.7)
25

(47.2)

Somewhat
24

(29.3)
3

(17.6)
3

(25.0)
18

(34.0)

No
12

(14.6)
1

(5.9)
1

(8.3)
10

(18.9)

Total
82

(100.0)
17

(100.0)
12

(100.0)
53

(100.0)



How do you currently analyze phantom image 
data?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Using 
own 
software

37
(46.8)

9
(52.9)

3
(25.0)

25
(50.0)

Using 
open-
source 
software

21
(26.6)

6
(35.3)

3
(25.0)

12
(24.0)

Using 
vendor 
software

21
(26.6)

2
(11.8)

6
(50.0)

13
(26.0)

Total
79

(100.0)
17

(100.0)
12

(100.0)
50

(100.0)



Would you find NIST-supported analysis 
software for phantom image analysis useful?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Yes
68

(86.1)
17

(100.0)
11

(91.7)
40

(80.0)

No
11

(13.9)
--

1
(8.3)

10
(20.0)

Total
79

(100.0)
17

(100.0)
12

(100.0)
50

(100.0)



Would you find it useful to have a central QIBA-
based reference phantom image analysis software 
that can also be used to check your own software 
solution?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Yes
72

(91.1)
17

(100.0)
10

(83.3)
45

(90.0)

No
7

(8.9)
--

2
(16.7)

5
(10.0)

Total
79

(100.0)
17

(100.0)
12

(100.0)
50

(100.0)



Would you be willing to share phantom 
analysis results?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Yes
74

(93.7)
16

(94.1)
9

(81.8)
49

(96.1)

No
5

(6.3)
1

(539)
2

(18.2)
2

(3.9)

Total
79

(100.0)
17

(100.0)
11

(100.0)
51

(100.0)



Questions for PINTaD

• Only about half of PINTaD respondents report phantoms are important in their 
work
• Are imaging endpoints commonly used in work not involving phantoms?

• Several phantoms are used in areas where there is no QIBA Profile         
(cardiac, DXA, other?)
• What QIB Profiles should QIBA be developing to meet your needs?

• A “uniform cylinder” phantom is a priority for PINTaD members
• Is that a phantom for MRI, PET, CT, or ultrasound?

• “Proprietary phantoms” are mentioned
• Which ones? 
• Are they suitable for inclusion in a “phantom library”?

• NIST-supported software for phantom image analysis is desired
• What analyses  are the top priority?

• What else?



Thanks!



“Quantitative Image” of Human Brain?

Diffusion-Weighted MRI – Water molecule motion



Purpose of the survey
• Quantitative imaging plays an important role in clinical research and its role is growing in clinical care.

• RSNA (Radiological Society of North America) has established QIBA (Quantitative Imaging Biomarker 
Alliance) to create globally harmonized guidelines called QIBA profiles on specific quantitative imaging 
biomarkers (http://qibawiki.rsna.org/index.php/Main_Page).

• Profiles describe the steps that are required to ensure quantitative imaging biomarkers fulfill certain 
repeatability and reproducibility measures across scanners, imaging sites, and time.

• The performance of the acquisition and processing required to measure a biomarker is often assessed 
using physical reference objects (i.e., phantoms) and related phantom image analysis software. A 
variety of phantoms and analysis software tools have been developed for quantitative imaging.

• QIBA is reviewing these offerings based on scientific publications and QIBA member´s experience as 
well as QIBA’s own developments in groundwork projects.

• The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), with support from the National Institute 
of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), is offering a service to calibrate and to lend specific 
NIST-traceable phantoms (phantom lending library – https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/medical-
imaging-phantom-lending-library) as well as related analysis software.

• The survey was intended to assist QIBA and NIST in further developing phantom-related services to 
better support use of high-quality quantitative imaging.

http://qibawiki.rsna.org/index.php/Main_Page
https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/medical-imaging-phantom-lending-library


What priority should be given to specific phantoms 
in further developing a phantom lending library?

PINTAD

• Diffusion mr, tau and amyloid pet, volumetric CT.
• Diffusion phantom, spect phantom, t1/r1 phantom.
• For clinical trials, this could be very useful service.
• Modalities where the lack of phantoms can affect image analysis, 

patient safety.
• Moderate to low priority.
• Multi-disciplinary studies, half-life/decay of isotope used.
• Quantification of pet, CT, and mri data seems more repeatable and 

less biased than quantification of spect.  But, we still need 
quantitative spect (and planar scintigraphy).



Would you be willing to share phantom data?

Overall
# (%)

NIST
# (%)

PINTAD
# (%)

QIBA
# (%)

Yes
75

(91.5)
16

(94.1)
10

(83.3)
49

(92.5)

No
7

(8.5)
1

(5.9)
2

(16.7)
4

(7.5)

Total
82

(100.0)
17

(100.0)
12

(100.0)
53

(100.0)



QIBA Campaign 2021

• Expand QIB portfolio 

• Profile structure – Balance between comprehensiveness and brevity

• Advance profiles through the QIBA process

• Conformance issues

• Education of users and various communities

• Publications/publicity

• Sustainability


